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In this paper, it is shown that the greatest element of a sum-distinct set of 
positive integers must exceed 2-” (2,“)-asymptotically 4/n”’ times better than the 
hitherto best known bound. Related problems amenable to a similar treatment are 
also explored. 0 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A sum-distinct set is a finite set {a,, a*,..., a,} of reals, any two of whose 
2” subsums differ by at least 1. Throughout this paper I shall assume, 
without loss of generality, that 0 < u1 < a2 < . . . < a, (note that no sum-dis- 
tinct set may contain zero, because C,, o a = 0 = x0, iOj a). 
In 1955, Erdiis and Moser [2] asked for an estimate on the least 
possible a, of such a set, and showed combinatorially that a, must exceed 
both n-‘2” and $-1’22”; the latter bound is still cited by Guy [7] 
as the best-known lower bound for large n. (When n = 10, we obtain 
a,, > 21°/10 > 10&a popular problem which has appeared in such varied 
contexts as [3, 51.) 
Note that references [6,6a]-which have many further references on this 
and related problems-phrase the problem equivalently in terms of the 
“inverse function”: rather than minimize x = min a,, given n, they ask to 
maximize m, the size of a sum-distinct subset of ( 1, 2, 3,..., x}, given x. A 
bound of the form a, > Cn-“2” corresponds to 
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Thus a better constant factor C in the a, bound corresponds to a better 
constant term log,(l/C) in the m bound; the n exponent --s in the former, 
to the log, log, x coefficient s in the latter; and the Erdos conjecture [6] is 
s=o, C>O.) 
In this paper, I use an analytic method to improve the bound due to 
Erdos and Moser, showing that a, > 2 -“( 2) - O(n”‘2 -“), asymptotically 
4lF “* > 24 times better. The O(n”*22’7 correction may be omitted if all the 
u;s are known to be integers. 
The actual construction of sum-distinct sets with small a, often uses 
pseudo-sum-distinct sets: sets {djE R 1 1 <j< n}, any two of whose subsums 
of the same cardinulity differ by at least 1. Here we may assume d, < d, < 
. .. < d,, and ask to minimize d, - d,. The combinatorial bound here is 
(~,$,)/[$z]; I shall show, using the analytic method, that d,-d, must 
exceed (8/((2n + 1) rc2))2” - 1, about (247~~)“’ times better. 
II. THE BOUND ON a, 
I shall first deal with the easier special case of integral uis, then indicate 
how to modify the method to apply to general sum-distinct sets. 
Construct the generating function A(z), defined for all nonzero complex 
z by 
A(z)= h 1 +;(z’fzP’) . 
j=l [ 1 
Clearly, { uj 1 1 < j < n} is sum-distinct if and only if the constant coefficient 
in the Laurent expansion of A about z = 0 is 1; or equivalently, if and only 
if 
27t= n 
s 
A(&“) dx 
-R 
= 1 +i (e”ji.y+e-9;X) dx 1 
=2” I= fj cos2 
-nj=l 
Since the integrand in (1) is evidently nonnegative, its integral over 
[ -71, rt] exceeds the integral over any subinterval; in particular, 
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2-“-2,=j”n;, cos2 (;ajx) dx 
>j;I;an I, cos2 (;ajx) dx 
>j-“, cos2 (;a,,x) dx 
J 
s 
RIO” 
= 
~ N% 
= (2/a,,) jy:,, cos”’ t dt, (2) 
where the last step used the substitution t = &x, dx = (2/a,) dt. 
But this last integral is known to be 2P2”(2,“) 7c (for example, see 
[4, Eq. 3.621#3]); substituting this in (2) and solving the inequality for 
u,,, we find that a, > 2 -“( 2) as claimed. 
This method, unlike Erdos’ and Moser’s, cannot be applied directly 
when the uis are not all integers because A(z) is then multiple-valued. 
Nevertheless, by restricting attention to sum-distinct sets which minimize 
a n9 we may choose all the uis rational, because such sets correspond to 
solutions of finite linear programming problems with integer coefhcients. 
Let D be the common denominator of the elements of such an extremal set. 
Then {Dujl 1 <j < n} is a set of integers, any two of whose subsums differ 
by at least D. Thus, taking fD(z) = Ci = --D [ 1 - (Iml/D)] z”’ (so that 
F,(X) =fo(e”“) =; (S)‘, x not 271 times an integer, (3) 
2 
is the Dth order FejCr kernel) and, as before, 
A(z)- fi 1 +;(zo’+z/” 
j=l [ 4 
we find thatfo(z) A(z) must again have a Laurent constant coefficient of 1. 
As before, this means that 
271= In fD(eix) A(e’“) dx 
--x 
= 2” JI, F,(x) fi cos2 
j=l 
(4) 
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By virtue of (3), F,(x), and thus also the integrand in (4). is non- 
negative; so again, replacing [ -rc, rc] by a subinterval only decreases the 
integral. Also, inside the subinterval x E [ -z/Da,, n/Da,], 
F,(x)= 1 [l-(lml/D)]cosmx 
Iml <D 
> 1 [l - (Imj/D)] cos Dx 
Iml <D 
=cosDx 1 [l-(lml/D)]>Dcos-f. 
Irnl~D ” 
Thus we have 
R 2-“. 27c= 
s --n 
F,(x) fi cos* ; Da,x dx 
j=l 
> 
s 
n’Dan FD(X) fi 
~ x/Da, j=l 
>Dcos-n 
s 
ND% 
a, -n/Da, 
coszn i Da,x dx 
[independent of D!], 
i.e., 
a, sec-II>2-” 
2n 
4 ( ) n ’ 
from which it easily follows that for sufficiently large 12 (say n 2 3 so that 
a, > 4), 
a,>2-” 
2n ( > - O(n1’22pn) n 
as claimed. 
III. THE BOUND ON d,,-d, 
Here I shall demonstrate only the integer case. The generalization to 
nonintegral dj exactly follows the method of Section II; again we need only 
accept a correction inversely proportional to the integer bound. 
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First normalize the pseudo-sum-distinct set by replacing each dj by 
dj - [$(d, + d,)]. Evidently the resulting set is still pseudo-sum-distinct and 
has the same d, - dl value as the original set; furthermore, d,, + d, is either 
0 or 1 so that d,-d,a2d,-1, and d,=maxIGjG,, ld,l. 
Construct the generating function of two nonzero complex variables: 
A(z,w)= fj 
j=l [ 
l+&vZ”+w-~Z~4 4 
Clearly, {djl 1 < j < n} is pseudo-sum-distinct if and only if the constant 
coefficient in the double Laurent expansion of A about z = w =O is 1, or 
equivalently, if and only if 
4g= = I i n A(&“, e”‘) dy dx -I[ --x 
cos2 ; (d,x + y) dy dx. (5) 
Again we wish to consider a subregion of integration (possible because 
the integrand in (5) like those in (1) and in (4), is nonnegative); here the 
appropriate subregion is S= {(x, y) 1 d,Jxl + I yl < rc}. With t = +(d,,x + y), 
we then have 
> SI cos2” s ;Wl+ Ivl)ds 
=4 j~X>Ov>Ocos2”tdS 
r<tij2)n 
16 ~12 =- 
s 4 o 
t coszn t dt 
> 16 
s 
nl* 
4 0 
sin t cos2” t dt 
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solving this inequality for d,, yields 
4.2” 
d”‘(2n+ 1)7? 
and 
d,,-d,>2d-l> 8’2” 
(2n+l)Kl 
as claimed. 
IV. CONCLUSION 
By using combinatorial facts about the uj and dj to obtain closer 
estimates of the integrands in (1) and (5) near the origin, one can slightly 
improve the respective bounds for small n (showing, for example, that 
a, > 100 so that the tenth integer in the popular problem is unnecessary), 
but not their asymptotic behavior. It seems that further significant progress 
in this direction (e.g., settling Erdbs’ conjecture [6] that a, > c * 2” for some 
positive constant c), as well as application of this analytical method to 
problems in which the generating function is not always positive on the 
unit circle, will require estimating the integrands of (1) and (5) away from 
the origin-perhaps (a la the Circle Method) near simple fractions of 271. 
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